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1 Money

1  Complete the sentences with the present 
simple form of the verbs in brackets.

My friend Tessa is strange. She really 1) loves (love) 

saving money but she 2) .................... (save / usually) 

bank notes. She 3) .................... (not want) coins. Maybe 

that is why she 4) .................... (not like) purses, she 

5) .................... (want / always) to have a big wallet. But 

she 6) .................... (not spend) money on herself. She 

buys presents for her family!

present simple – state verbs

2  Complete the sentences with the verbs from 
the box in the present simple tense.

know  prefer  like  believe  want  understand

1 I like getting pocket money.

2 They ............................... that you are very shy.

3  He is very smart. He ............................... everything 

easily.

4  If you ............................... to save money, start today!

5 I ............................... what this word means.

6 She ............................... museums to libraries.

3  Look at Exercise 2 and write negative sentences.

1 I don’t like getting pocket money.

2 They ............................... that you are very shy.

3  He isn’t very smart. He ............................... 

everything easily.

4  If you ............................... to save money, don’t start 

today!

5 I ............................... what this word means.

6 She ............................... museums to libraries.

present continuous

4  Complete the sentences with the present 
continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I am saving to buy my mum a present. (save)

2 It’s late. He .................... . (sleep)

3 They .................... to the radio show now. (listen)

4 Oh, no! You .................... crisps again! (eat)

5  Wow! You .................... to solve this very difficult 

puzzle. (try)

6 Listen! She .................... the drums again! (practise)

5  Look at Exercise 4 and complete the questions.

1 Are you saving to buy your mum a present?

2 It’s late. ....................................... ?

3 ....................................... to the radio show now?

4 Oh, no! ....................................... crisps again?

5  Wow! ....................................... to solve this very 

difficult puzzle?

6 Listen! ....................................... the drums again?

present simple and present continuous

6  Complete the sentences with the verbs in 
brackets. Use the present simple or the present 
continuous tense.

1 (turn up)

A: Why are you turning up the volume?

B:  I always .................... the volume when I listen to the 

news.

2 (download)

A:  .......... you usually .......... music from this website?

B: No, I .................... music from this website only today.

3 (switch off)

A: Why .......... you .......... the lights now?

B: I always .................... the lights when I go to bed.

present simple
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1
countable / uncountable nouns and 
quantifiers

7  Write the expressions in the correct column. 
There are expressions that fit both columns.

some   any   How many?   How much?   a little 

a few   a lot of   there are   there is   a

countable nouns 
(e.g. book / books)

uncountable nouns 
(e.g. water)

some

8  Read the sentences carefully. Complete them 
with the words and expressions from Exercise 7.

1 How many cakes are there?

2 There aren’t ...................... cakes.

3 Look! ...................... a funny cake!

4 ...................... cake is there in the kitchen?

5 There are only ...................... cakes on the table.

6 Look! ...................... some chocolate cake!

9  Complete the text with some, any, much, many, 
a few or a little.

My brother is younger than me and he never worries 

about money. I do. He gets 1) some pocket money 

from our parents every month. I don’t. Well, all right. 

I get pocket money too but only 2) .................... . I know 

you want to ask me how 3) .................... I get. Well, if my 

marks at school are bad, I don’t get 4) .................... 

money. And if I don’t, my grandma sometimes gives 

me 5) .................... coins. Probably now you want to 

ask me how 6) .................... coins I get from her. Well, 

I can’t tell you! J

some- / any- / every- / no-

10  Complete the table with the words below. Then 
use these words to complete the sentences.

nothing

everywhere

something

anything

everyone

no one

anyone

somewhere

someone

anywhere

everything

nowhere

1  There aren’t any microphones anywhere in their 

recording studio.

2  I believe that there is ...................... interesting in this 

museum. Pharaohs, hieroglyphs and amulets – they 

are so exciting! Let’s go!

3  When my sister goes shopping, she goes 

...................... , to every shop and she always spends 

all her money!

4  I am so hungry. Have you got ...................... to eat? 

A sandwich, maybe?

5  Oh, no! It’s a rainy day. I’m going ...................... . 

I’m staying at home and listening to my favourite 

radio show!

6  How much money have you got in your money box? 

I’m sorry. I haven’t got ...................... .
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2 Out and About

1  Complete the rule with the words in bold.

When we talk about the future in English we use: 

present continuous tense or the verb will or the 

structure (be) going to.

1 We talk about predictions using: .............................

2 We talk about definite plans using: .............................

3 We talk about intentions using: .............................

present continuous for the future

2  Complete the e-mail from Sarah to her friend 
Emma. Use the present continuous for the future.

Dear Emma,

I 1) am writing (write) this e-mail to tell you something 

amazing! Tomorrow I 2) .......................... (meet) our 

favourite pop star – Miss C! She 3) .......................... 

(give) a press conference at four o’clock so  

I 4) .......................... (get up) really early – at half past 

five in the morning. Then I 5) ...................... (catch) the 

bus to Bristol at half past six and I 6) ...................... (get 

off) there at three o’clock in the afternoon. Wish me 

luck!

Sarah

3  Read the e-mail in Exercise 2 and write 
questions to Sarah. Use the present continuous for 
the future.

1 Why are you writing this email?

2 Who ................................................ tomorrow?

3 What ................................................ at 4 o’clock?

4 ................................................ really early?

5 What ................................................ to get to Bristol?

6 What time ................................................ there?

4  Look at Exercise 2. Answer the questions with 
short answers. Then give full answers.

1  Is Sarah writing an sms? 
No, she isn’t. She is writing an e-mail.

2  Is she meeting her favourite rock star? 

.................................................................................

3  Is Miss C. giving a conference at five o’clock? 

.................................................................................

4  Is Sarah getting up really late? 

.................................................................................

5  Is she catching a plane to Bristol? 

.................................................................................

6  Is Sarah getting off at four o’clock? 

.................................................................................

will / won’t for the future

5  Complete the text. Use will or won’t and the 
verbs in brackets.

A:  Listen to this story. Yesterday my mum went to 

a woman who predicts the future and here is what 

she told her: ‘You 1) will get (get) an invitation to 

an elegant party but you 2) ...................... (not go) 

there with your husband. You 3) ...................... (have) 

fun. You 4) ...................... (discuss) some important 

things with a famous businessman. Your husband 

5) ...................... (compete) with this man but he will 

lose.’

B: And what did your dad tell your mum?

A: ‘You 6) ...................... (not go) to a party ever again!’
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2
will and present continuous

6 Complete the sentences. Use will or the present 
continuous tense and the correct forms of the verbs 
in brackets.

1 I’m sure the prediction will come (come) true.

2  It’s late! I ........................ (meet) Jane at 5 o’clock 

and it’s already 4.30.

3 I ........................ (go) to school tomorrow because I’m ill.

4  My uncle thinks we ........................ (meet) aliens 

in the future.

5 I ........................ (eat) it. I hate spinach.

6  The tickets are so cheap. I’m sure he ........................ 

(buy) one definitely!

(be) going to for the future

7  Read the text and complete the sentences 
with the correct form of (be) going to and the verbs 
in brackets.

On Friday our geography teacher 1) is going to 

organize (organize) an interesting competition 

for us and our parents. The task is: The distance 

between London and Cambridge is about 100 km. 

How 2) ............................... (you / travel) to be 

the first in Cambridge? Our ideas are different. 

I 3) ............................. (get on) the bus. My friends 

Hannah and Greg 4) ............................. (take) a taxi. 

Mela 5) ............................. (not compete), she doesn’t 

like competitions. The best thing is that after the 

competition I 6) ............................. (stay) with my parents 

in Cambridge for the weekend!

consolidation

8  Circle the correct answer.

1 I’m not going to miss / not missing the bus.

2  Don’t tell him about it because he will argue / is 

arguing with you.

3  I hope people are going to travel / will travel in space 

easily one day.

4  Look! The notice board says they are landing / are 

going to land at 5 o’clock.

5  What will you do / are you going to do after 

breakfast?

6  He can’t go out in the afternoon. At 3 o’clock he is 

doing / will do his homework.

9  Order the words to make questions.

1  going to / today / you / Are / look for it 

................................................................................ ?

2  Is / pick you up / going to / he / early 

................................................................................ ?

3  people / Will / drive / in the future / electric cars / only 

................................................................................ ?

4  arriving at / the train station / they / Are / at 3 o’clock 

................................................................................ ?

5  she / going / tomorrow / new car / to work / in her / Is? 

................................................................................ ?

6  go to / children / school / in / Will / 50 years’ time 

................................................................................ ?

10  Answer the questions in Exercise 9 as in the 
example.

1  No, I’m not.

2  ....................

3  ....................

4  ....................

5  ....................

6  ....................
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3 Be careful!

1  Write the missing forms.

past simple past participle
be was / were been
buy

break

eat

fall

find

go

have

hurt

learn

make

see

send

win

write

past simple and present perfect

2  Complete the rules with the words from the box.

When?   How long?   never   ago   since   already   

yesterday   just   for   last week   yet   ever

1  We use the past simple with: When?, ................. , 

................. , ................. .

2  We use the present perfect with: ................. , 

................. , ................. , ................. , ................. , 

................. , ................. , ................. .

3  Write the past simple form of the verbs 
in brackets.

Yesterday me and my family 1) went (go) to the 

museum of Egypt. We 2) ................ (see) a few 

mummies and my younger sisters 3) ................ (be) 

scared. I think everything 4) ................ (be) great. 

I 5) ................ (learn) a lot. My mum 6) ................ (buy) 

me an amulet. She said it was a magic amulet!

4  Complete the questions to the text in Exercise 3.

1  Where did you and your family go yesterday? 

(you and your family / go)

2 How many mummies ............................ ? (you / see)

3 ............................ scared? (your younger sisters / be)

4 ............................ great? (everything / be)

5 ............................ a lot? (you / learn)

6 What ............................ you? (your mum / buy)

present perfect

5  Complete the conversation with the present 
perfect form of the verbs in brackets.

Amy: Hello? The police?

Police officer: Yes, can I help you?

Amy:  My parents 1) have bought me a puppy. 

It is so small and sweet! His name is Blackie. 

I 2) ...................... (have) him only for three days 

and 3) he ...................... (just / disappear)! I don’t 

know what 4) ...................... (happen). I am really 

worried. I 5) ...................... (already / phone) all 

my friends but nobody 6) ...................... (see) him. 

Please, help me!

irregular verbs
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36  Look at Exercise 5 and write questions to Amy.

1  What have your parents bought (your parents / 

buy) you?

2  How long …………..………….. (you / have) the dog?

3 …………..………….. (he / just / disappear)?

4 What …………..………….. (happen)?

5 …………..………….. (anyone / see) him?

6 Who …………..………….. (you / phone)?

present perfect – time expressions

7  Complete the table with the words and 
expressions from the box.

three o’clock   last year    a week    ten years    

Christmas    two hours    a long time   Wednesday    

the 1990s    2005   last month   a few days   

3 months    a year

for since
a week

8  Complete the sentences with the present 
perfect form of the verbs in brackets and time 
expressions from Exercise 7 where necessary.

1  I am ill. I haven’t been (not / be) at school .......... 

Monday.

2  ....................... (he / have) a hamster .......... a long 

time?

3 We ....................... (not / find) the camping .......... .

4  They ....................... (be) here .......... 10 minutes but 

they ....................... (already / make) a mess.

5  What ....................... (happen)? Nothing serious, 

I ....................... (just / cut) my finger!

past simple and present perfect

9  Complete the questions. Use the past simple 
or the present perfect tense. Give short answers.

1  (you / do) Have you done the shopping yet? 
 No, I haven’t.

2  ...................................... (you / have) an argument 

with your dad yesterday? 

 ...................................... 

3  ...................................... (he / have / ever) an accident? 

 ...................................... 

4  ...................................... (they / visit) you in hospital 

last week? 

 ...................................... 

5  ...................................... (your friend / learn) 

everything yet? 

 ...................................... 

6  ...................................... (his dog / sleep) well last night? 

 ...................................... 

10  Complete the sentences. Use the past simple 
or the present perfect tense and circle the right time 
expressions.

1  My bike is my favourite toy. I (have) have had it  

for / since my birthday.

2  Look! The amulet ................. (disappear)! Oh no! 

My dad ................. (buy) it only yesterday / for a week!

3  He hates his skateboard. He ................. never / 

already ................. (like) it. He ................. (break) his 

leg last year because of it.

4  I’m very hungry. Yesterday I ................. (have) 

an awful stomach ache and I ................. (not / eat) 

anything today already / yet.

5  ................. (you / do) the shopping yet / just? No, but 

I ................. (buy) everything at the weekend.

6  We ................. already / since ................. (have) six 

lessons today but yesterday we ................. (have) 

only two!
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4 Time Detectives

1  Circle A or B to complete the rule.

We use the past continuous tense to describe

A a finished action in the past.

B an action happening over a period of time in the past.

2  Complete the sentences with the past 
continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

1  Ben was walking (walk) in the park when he saw his 

friends.

2  They ......................... (dig) in the garden when they 

found a gold coin.

3  Jenny ......................... (sleep) when her cat jumped 

on her bed.

4  We ......................... (talk) to our friends when the light 

switched off.

5  The students ......................... (write) a test when 

my phone called.

6  I ......................... (tidy) the room when I broke 

my favourite lamp.

3  Write what everybody was doing at 7 p.m. 
yesterday.

1  Gloria / visit / the castle 

..................................................................................

2  My dad / sleep / on the sofa 

..................................................................................

3  We / help / our History teacher 

..................................................................................

4  Her grandma / complain / about the weather 

..................................................................................

5  Meg and I / do / our homework 

..................................................................................

6  Mrs Elliot / watch TV 

..................................................................................

past simple and past continuous

4  Complete the text. Use the past simple or the 
past continuous tense.

I remember it all really well. My mum and I were in the 

forest. It 1) was getting (get) dark so I 2) ..................... 

(walk) carefully. And then I 3) ..................... (find) it – 

a big wooden chest. I was scared so I called my mum 

and she 4) ..................... (come) to me. We were afraid 

so we 5) ..................... (open) the chest very slowly. 

We couldn’t believe our eyes! Inside we 6) ..................... 

(see) a gold crown and a metal sword! What a surprise!

5  Look at Exercise 4 and write questions. Use the 
past simple or the past continuous tense.

1 Was it getting dark? (it / get dark)

2  .................................................................................. ? 

(you / walk carefully)

3  .................................................................................. ? 

(you / find / a wooden chest)

4  .................................................................................. ? 

(your mum / come / to you)

5  .................................................................................. ? 

(you / open / it / slowly)

6  .................................................................................. ? 

(you / see / a gold crown)

6  Look at Exercise 4 and give short answers to 
the questions in Exercise 5.

1 Yes, it was.

2 ...................

3 ...................

4 ...................

5 ...................

6 ...................

past continuous
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4
used to

7  Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of used to and one of the verbs in the box.

teach   tell   have   live   be   eat

1  My Maths teacher used to teach me in my primary 

school.

2  I (not) ............................ pizza when I was five years 

old.

3 My daughters ............................ me about everything.

4 Joanna ............................ my friend.

5 Greg (not) ............................ in the country.

6 We ............................ backpacks of the same colour.

8  Look at Exercise 7 and write questions and 
short answers.

1  Did your Maths teacher use to teach you in your 

primary school? 
Yes, he did.

2  ............................................................ when you were 

five years old? 

...........................................

3  ............................................................ you about 

everything? 

...........................................

4  ............................................................ your friend? 

...........................................

5  ............................................................ in the country? 

...........................................

6  ............................................................ backpacks 

of the same colour? 

...........................................
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5 Everyday Life

1  Circle the right words in the rule below.

1  We use be allowed to / let / make when we talk about 

permission to do something.

2  We use be allowed to / let / make when we force 

someone to do something.

2  Order the words to make sentences.

1  not allowed to / I’m / watch TV / weekdays / on 
I’m not allowed to watch TV on weekdays.

2  my new / MP3 player / I / will / let you / listen to 

...................................................................................

3  questions / always / ask / You are / allowed to 

...................................................................................

4  the sweets / Will / eat / your mum / let us / ? 

...................................................................................

5  the computer/ usually / My dad / play / lets me 

...................................................................................

6  after school / Our mum / always / do our homework / 

makes us. 

...................................................................................

must / have to / should

3  Complete the rule with the words or 
expressions from the box.

have to   don’t have to   doesn’t have to   must    

mustn’t   should   shouldn’t

1  When we talk about obligation we use have to 

or ........................ .

2  When we say that something is not allowed we use 

........................ .

3  When we say that something is not necessary 

we use ........................ or ........................ .

4  When we give advice we use ........................ or 

........................ .

4  Complete the sentences with must or don’t 
have to / doesn’t have to.

1 It’s late. You must go to sleep.

2 Our teacher is ill so we ........................ write the test. 

3  When you have a problem you ........................ talk to 

your parents.

4  Tomorrow is a holiday. We ........................ go to 

school.

5  Their cousins are coming today. They ........................ 

tidy up their room.

6  He has a dishwasher so he ........................ do the 

dishes.

5  Complete the sentences with must or mustn’t.

1 You mustn’t lie to your friends.

2  We are having guests in the evening. You ................ 

make a mess.

3 Another bad mark? You ................ learn more!

4 She knows she ................ talk to strangers.

5 Her boss is angry. She ................ be late today!

6 You ................ clean your teeth every day!

6  Complete the sentences with mustn’t or should.

1 If you have a headache you should take a pill.

2 You .................. be rude to anybody.

3 She .................. listen to her doctor.

4 They .................. feed wild animals.

5 If she is sad, you .................. tell her a joke.

6 He .................. see his grandma more often.

be allowed to / let / make
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5
can / could

7  Match the sentences with the correct function 
of can: ability / requests / asking for permission.

1  Can I go to the toilet, please? 
asking for permission

2  I can’t see anything. Turn on the light. 

...................................................................................

3  Can I touch your dog? 

...................................................................................

4  Could you take me home at one o’clock today? 

...................................................................................

5  Can you help me, please? 

...................................................................................

6  I couldn’t find it anywhere. 

...................................................................................

8  Rewrite the sentences in the past simple tense.

1  I can swim. 
I could swim when I was seven.

2  I have to go early. 

...................................................................................

3  She doesn’t have to clean her room. 

...................................................................................

4  They can’t meet their friends. 

...................................................................................

5  We don’t have do it quickly. 

...................................................................................

6  I’m not allowed to phone her. 

...................................................................................

9  Complete the sentences with one of the verbs 
from the box.

mustn’t   should   allowed   must   let   make

1  When you do your homework you mustn’t be 

impatient. You should do it carefully.

2  My son is untidy. I always ........................ him tidy up 

his room but I’m never successful.

3  This sofa is pretty but uncomfortable. My mum will 

never ........................ me buy it.

4  He is so rude. Everybody thinks he’s so unfriendly. 

He ........................ change.

5  You ........................ believe your parents. They are 

never dishonest to you.

6  It is impossible for me to enter this room. I’m not 

........................ to go on the computer.
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6 Fashion

1  Write comparative and superlative forms.

adjective comparative superlative
casual more casual
cheap

expensive

good

heavy

long

tall

2  Complete the sentences with the forms from 
Exercise 1.

1 You have grown! You need longer trousers.

2  £60? This is ............... T-shirt I have ever seen!

3  This party isn’t very elegant. You should wear 

something ............... .

4  You must buy it. It’s only £2! It’s ............... thing in the 

shop and it’s great.

5 Tom’s 198 cm tall. He is ............... person I know.

6 Let’s choose your idea. It is ............... than his.

(not) as … as / than

3  Complete the sentences with (not) as…as or 
than and the words in brackets.

1  Adam is not as good-looking as Frank.  

(not / good-looking)

2 My dad’s ...................................... my mum. (heavier)

3 Your hair is ...................................... mine. (long) 

4  Peter’s T-shirt is ...................................... Luke’s.  

(not / baggy)

5   Mike’s T-shirt is ...................................... Jack’s. 

(more fashionable)

6  Tom’s trousers are ...................................... Fred’s. 

(not / comfortable)

4  Order the words to make sentences.

1  the least / of your bags / Which / colourful / is / ? 
Which of your bags is the least colourful?

2  The blue shoes / comfortable / less / are / the green 

ones / than 

..................................................................................

3  in this shop / the least / T-shirt / What / expensive / is / ? 

..................................................................................

4  seen / They / are / the least / fashionable / I have / 

ever / clothes / ! 

..................................................................................

5  than / her younger sister / is less / sporty / Meg. 

..................................................................................

6  scary / Your costume / than / your friend’s costume / 

is / less  

..................................................................................

(not) as … as / less / the least

5  Complete the sentences. Use (not) as … as, 
less or the least and the word sporty.

1  Jakob isn’t as sporty as I am. 

Jacob is less sporty than I am.

2  Beth and Mike are both very good at sports. 

Beth is ...................................... Mike.

3  Who is the worst at sports in your class?  

Who is ...................................... in your class?

4  Juliet is worse at sports than Annie. 

Juliet isn’t ...................................... Annie.

comparatives / superlatives
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66  Complete the text with one word in each gap. 
Use the words in the box.

as   more   than   most   less   as

I have always thought that my father is 1) the most patient 

person in our family and that nobody likes fashion 2) ............ 

than my dad, who doesn’t know what a skirt is. But listen 

to this! It was my dad’s 40th birthday last year. We bought 

him something even less interesting 3) ............ usual – 

a colourful winter scarf. When he got it, he shouted: 

‘Can’t you give me something 4) ............ special? 

Something that isn’t 5) ............ typical 6) ............ a black 

T-shirt?’ Next year we’ll buy him a puppy – it will definitely 

be a surprise!

7  Order the words to make sentences.

1  you / got / a smaller size/ these jeans / Have / in / ? 
Have you got these jeans in a smaller size? 

.......................................................................................

2  a tracksuit / Wearing / is / a dress / more elegant / 

wearing / than 

.......................................................................................

3  in your class / person / is / the shortest / Who / ? 

.......................................................................................

4  piece of clothing / my sweater / The / that I have / is / 

most comfortable 

.......................................................................................

5  my father’s / isn’t / as big as / My size 

.......................................................................................

6  are / trousers / less fashionable / Skirts / than 

.......................................................................................

look + adjective

8  Complete the sentences with one word in each gap.

do    don’t    looks    look    does    doesn’t

1 Do I look good?

2 This dress .................... interesting.

3 He .................... look silly.

4 These trousers .................... expensive.

5 You .................... look fashionable.

6 .................... it look nice?

look like + noun

9  Write look like in the correct form.

1 (ü) You look like an Egyptian!

2 (û) She .............................. a model.

3 (ü) He .............................. a clown.

4 (ü) You .............................. my teacher.

5 (û) They .............................. tourists.

6 (û) We .............................. actors.

look like + sentence

10  Match the sentence halves.

1 It looks like there’s d

2 It looks like she doesn’t .....

3 It looks like the child .....

4 It looks like we .....

5 It looks like there are .....

6 It looks like he is going .....

a) to organise a fashion show.

b) is hungry all the time.

c) need my help.

d) a message on the stone.

e) no changing rooms in this shop.

f) will have uniforms at school.

consolidation

11  Complete the text with one word in each gap.

Tomorrow is going to be a nicer day 1) than today. 

It won’t be as hot 2) ............... today. It looks 

3) ............... the fashion show will be fun. Monica 

has packed 4) ............... clothes than last year 

and they are the 5) ............... fashionable of all her 

clothes. She will 6) ............... like a real model.
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7 Crazy Communication

1  Complete the rule with who, which, that 
or where.

1 We use this word when we talk about people: .......... 

2 We use this word when we talk about things: ..........

3 We use this word when we talk about places: ..........

2  Circle the correct words.

1 I had an awful dream who / which was very scary.

2  They are the boys who / which told the joke about 

their teacher.

3 This is the girl which / who didn’t keep my secret.

4  I sent a message to the hotel which / where we stayed.

5 They made up a story which / where no one believed.

6 He made an excuse who / that was really silly.

3  Match the sentence halves.

1 He is the boy e

2 True Love is the film .....

3 I visited a shop .....

4 We me the actress .....

5 They are going to the cinema .....

6 She told me a secret .....

a) where they first met.

b) who is a very popular film star.

c) which everybody knew about.

d) where they sell magic amulets.

e) who saw a scary ghost. He’s famous now.

f) that she has seen three times.

4  Complete the text with who, where, which or that.

What is on this weekend?

The Black Cat – This is the title 1) that sounds like of 

a horror film. However, it is a comedy 2) ............... is 

very funny. Come and enjoy the adventures of the cat 

in the house 3) ............... everybody is scary but not 

the black cat J.

The fans of the monster rabbit 4) ............... is two 

metres tall can’t wait! The Big Rabbit is coming back to 

the cinemas. Do you remember the place 5) ............... 

the action of the horror film started? Yes, the zoo! 

This time we will visit a scientist 6) ............... has got 

a secret laboratory!

may / might / might not / must / can’t

5  Complete the rule with can’t, may, might, must.

1  We use ............... and ............... to make deductions 

about the present.

2  We use ............... and ............... when we are not 

sure about something.

6  Complete the sentences. Use may / might or 
might not.

1 She is very busy now but she might call us later.

2  He has a headache. He ............... come to school 

tomorrow.

3  They missed their bus so they ............... be late for 

the first lesson.

4  I have forgotten my books again. The teacher 

............... be angry.

5  He was very good at the competition. He ............... 

win the first prize.

6  We have a lot of homework to do. We ............... meet 

our friends today.

relative pronouns and clauses
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77  Complete the sentences with must or can’t and 
the correct adjectives from the box.

tired   thirsty   hungry   easy   ill   angry

1 You have had three tests today. You must be tired.

2  I talked to him an hour ago and he was fine. 

He ............... be ............... .

3  They haven’t eaten breakfast. They ............... be very 

............... .

4  She was late three times. You ............... be really 

............... .

5  When I look at Russian letters I know that this 

language ............... be ............... .

6 You are hot and tired. You ............... be ............... .

8  Complete the sentences. Use may/might, might 
not, must or can’t.

1  A: Look, is that your dad? 

B: No, it can’t be him He’s abroad now.

2  The test wasn’t easy but I knew everything. I think 

I ............... get a good grade.

3  Look what I have found! I’m not sure but it ............... 

be a treasure.

4  He is a great actor so his new James Bond ............... 

be fantastic.

5  You broke your mum’s favourite vase. She ............... 

be happy.

6  A: I don’t know why he doesn’t want to help me. 

B: I’m not sure but simply he ............... know the 

answer.

consolidation

9  Complete the text with the words from the box.

may / might     might not    must     who 

which / that    where

A:  Are you sure you want to sit here, fold your arms, 

cross your legs and do nothing?

B:  Yes, I 1) must sit here and wait for the doctor 

2) ............... saved my life and say thank you. It’s the 

only place 3) ............... I can meet him.

A:  But he is one hour late. He 4) ............... come at all. 

Let’s go.

B:  All the things 5) ............... he did for me were great. 

I 6) ............... be just one of his patients but saying 

thank you is important.

A: Ok, let’s wait then. You’re right.
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8 Our World

1  Look at the table and complete the rule. 
Then circle a, b or c.

zero conditional
situation result
If present simple, present simple.
If it rains, I am sad.

1  Zero conditional sentence has got two parts: 

.................... and .................... .

2  To talk about a situation we use .................... . 

This part starts with .................... .

3  To talk about the result we use .................... .

4 We use zero conditional sentences to talk about:

a) situations that are possible.

b) facts and situations that are general.

c) situations that are impossible.

2  Match the sentence halves in zero 
conditional. Write the correct form of the verbs 
in brackets.

1 If you tell lies, b

2 If she comes home late, .....

3 If they don’t do their homework, .....

4 If I am tired, .....

5 If he doesn’t tidy his room, .....

6 If it is a hot day, .....

a) I ............... (drink) a lot of water.

b) people ............... (not / believe) you.

c) he ............... (not / get) pocket money.

d) I ............... (go) to sleep.

e) they ............... (get) bad grades.

f) her mum ............... (be) angry.

3  Complete the text with the zero conditional form of 
the verbs in brackets.

My family is really green. It means that clean environment 

is very important to us. If I 1) ............. (see) that someone 

drops rubbish, I 2) ............. (tell) them to pick it up. If my 

mum 3) ............. (go) shopping, she 4) ............. (not / buy) 

plastic bags. If you 5) ............. (switch off) the light when 

you leave the room, you 6) ............. (be) green, too!

first conditional

4  Look at the table and complete the rule. Then 
circle a, b or c.

first conditional
situation result
If present simple, will.
If it rains tomorrow, I will be sad.

1  First conditional sentence has got two parts: .................... 

and .................... .

2  To talk about a situation we use .................... . This part 

starts with .................... .

3  To talk about the result we use .................... .

4 We use first conditional sentences to talk about:

a) situations that are impossible.

b) situations that are possible.

c) facts and situations that are general.

5  Complete the first conditional sentences.

1 If it rains (rains), I ............. (take) an umbrella.

2 If you ............. (not / come), I ............. (be) really sad.

3 If I ............. (be) at home early, I ............. (call) you.

4  If it ............. (not / be) sunny, we ............. (not / go) out.

5  If you ............. (talk) to them, they ............. (go) with you.

6  If she ............. (not / understand) it, she ............. (ask) you 

for help.

zero conditional
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86  Complete the first conditional questions.
1  What will you do if they ................. (not have) time?

2  Where ............ (you / go) on holiday if you ................. 

(not / have) money?

3  What time ............ (she / come back) if she ................. 

(not / like) the party?

4  Who ............ (you / ask) for help if no one ................. 

(be) at home?

5  How often ............ (he / repeat) the word if he 

................. (want) to learn it?

6  When ................. (they / clean) their rooms if the 

guests ................. (come) tomorrow?

second conditional

7  Look at the table and complete the rule. Then 
circle a, b or c.

second conditional
situation result
If past simple, would.
If it rained, I would be sad.

1  Second conditional sentence has got two parts: 

........................ and ........................ .

2  To talk about a situation we use ........................ . 

This part starts with ........................ .

3  To talk about the result we use ........................ .

4  We use second conditional sentences to talk about:

a) facts and situations that are general.

b) situations that are possible.

c) situations that are impossible.

8  Match the sentence halves in second conditional. 
Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 If I were (be) you, I b
2 If I .......... (can) fly, .....

3 If I .......... (win) €500, .....

4 If I .......... (find) a treasure, .....

5 I .......... (meet) my friend, .....

6 If I .......... (be) bored, .....

a) I would read a book.

b)  would eat less 

chocolate.

c) I would go to the police.

d)  I would help my 

parents.

e) we would go out.

f) I would fly to the Moon.

9  Complete the second conditional sentences.
1  How would you ask (you / ask) them a question if 

they ................ (not / speak) English?

2  My uncle ................ (buy) the car if it ................ (not / 

be) so expensive.

3  ................ (you / be) happy if you ................ (live) in the 

country?

4  If my mum ................ (not / have) a job, she ................ 

(spend) more time at home.

5  What ................ (you / do) if you ................ (find) 

some money in the street?

zero / first / second conditional

10  Complete the text with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

Jack Rock is a diver. He cleans the sea. He jokes that 

if he 1) wasn’t a diver, he 2) ................ (be) a pirate. And 

he says that if his job 3) ................ (not / be) in the sea, 

probably he 4) ................ (not / have) a job at all. His mum 

always said: ‘Jack is like a fish. If he 5) ................ (stay) 

without water for two days, he 6) ................ (be) ill.’ 

When he was a child, she always told him: ‘Remember, 

if you 7) ................ (not / go) to the swimming pool every 

day, you 8) ................ (feel) ill tomorrow.’ Jack is lucky 

that his family lives near the sea. If they 9) ................ 

(not / live) so close to it, he 10) ................ (leave) his 

parents even at the age of ten! The sea is his life.

11  Answer the questions about you.
1  What do you do if someone drops rubbish in the street? 

.................................................................................. 

..................................................................................

2  What will you do if you see a crisp packet in the street? 

.................................................................................. 

..................................................................................

3  What would you do if you had a lot of recycled paper? 

.................................................................................. 

..................................................................................
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9 Parties

1  Complete the sentences.

1  I can’t sing well.  

I wish I could sing well.

2  I’m very tired. 

I wish ......................................................................... .

3  I haven’t got a lot of friends. 

I wish ......................................................................... .

4  My grandma can’t drive. 

My grandma wishes .................................................. .

5  I have to clean my room. 

I wish ......................................................................... .

6  My brother has spots. 

He wishes ................................................................. .

2  Put the verbs in brackets in the correct form.

1  We are having a test tomorrow. I wish we didn’t 

have to (not / have to) write it.

2  She loves animals. She wishes she  

................................................ (have) a dog and 

a cat.

3  Michael is the youngest in my family. He wishes he 

................................................ (be) older.

4  I wish I ................................................ (not / have to) 

make dinner for my family. I really hate cooking.

5  I can’t go to the party because I am ill. I wish 

I ................................................ (can) go.

6  My boyfriend is a terrible dancer. I wish he 

............................................... (not / dance) so badly.

3  Write sentences using wish.

1  be a rich person 

I wish I was a rich person.

2  can go to London on holiday 

..................................................................................

3  have only good grades at school 

..................................................................................

4  can eat ice cream every day 

..................................................................................

5  play the piano like Chopin 

..................................................................................

6  get more pocket money 

..................................................................................

verb + -ing / verb + infinitive

4  Put the verbs in the correct column.

can’t stand     decide     enjoy     expect 

hate     practise     miss     can’t wait     learn     like     

love      plan      prefer      start

verb + -ing verb + infinitive
can’t stand

verb + -ing or infinitive

wish
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95  Circle the correct words.

1 Rob enjoys to go / going to school parties.

2 I can’t stand to wear / wearing gloves.

3 She practises to play / playing the piano every day.

4 Mel loves to blow up / blowing up the candles.

5 I can’t wait to get / getting together with my friends.

6 Meg hates to dress up / dressing up.

6  Complete the text with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

I’m so happy Christmas is so soon! I can’t wait 1) to 

put up (put up) all the decorations. Of course I hate 

2) ........................ (take) them down after Christmas.

My mum’s favourite part is cooking. She is planning 

3) ........................ (invite) a lot of guests this year so 

she will be especially happy!

My sister really enjoys 4) ........................ (light) the 

candles before dinner.

What about my dad? I know! He can’t stand 

5) ........................ (wrap up) the presents but he is 

the first to open them later!

verbs with two objects

7  Write the sentences with the same meaning.

1  Give me this useless pen. I will put it in the bin. 
Give this useless pen to me.

2  He hasn’t cleaned his room yet. Come, I will show 

you the mess. 

I ................................................................................. .

3  This sofa is so comfortable but please pass me the 

cushion. 

Please, pass ............................................................. .

4  You shouldn’t send them the invitations without 

talking to me first. 

You shouldn’t ............................................................ .

5  How thoughtless of you! Next time, you must write 

me about everything first. 

You must ................................................................... .

6  I hope that she will teach us some useful things. 

I hope that ................................................................. .

consolidation

8  Complete the text with the words from the box.

getting        to get        got         getting 

to get         didn’t get

It’s my birthday today!

1 I expect to get a special present!

2 I hate ........................ useful presents.

3  I wish I sometimes ........................ something useless 

and fun.

4 I wish I ........................ anything pink.

5 I miss ........................ together with my friends.

6 I can’t wait ........................ together today!
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The Media

1  Match the sentences 1–6 with the question 
tags a–f.

1 You’ve got a video camera, e

2 They are the new video clips, .....

3 You met the famous actor, .....

4 We’ll listen to more news now, .....

5 He is the new shop assistant, .....

6 The presenter has got a stylist, .....

a) hasn’t she?

b) isn’t he?

c) won’t we?

d) aren’t they?

e) haven’t you?

f) didn’t you?

2  Complete the sentences with question tags.

1 Your friend won’t be late for the party, will he?

2 This month’s horoscope isn’t useful, ............... ?

3 The film review was really interesting, ............... ?

4 They have prepared two video clips, ............... ?

5  The new shop assistants weren’t very well-paid, 

............... ?

6 You read news stories yesterday, ............... ?

3  Answer the questions in Exercise 2.

1  No, he won’t.

2  ...................

3  ...................

4  ...................

5  ...................

6  ...................

present simple passive

4  Circle the correct words.

1 They use / are used real actors.

2 The scripts read / are read a few times.

3 The technician checks / is checked the lights.

4 Only celebrities invite / are invited to parties.

5 The stylist chooses / is chosen by the actor.

6 His jokes remember / are remembered long.

5  Write the present simple passive sentences.

1  She cleans this room every day. 

The room is cleaned every day.

2  The teacher checks the tests every week. 

The tests .............................. every week.

3  My dad uses the car very often. 

The car .............................. by my dad very often.

4  They show these programmes on Friday. 

These programmes .............................. on Friday.

5  Students download music very often. 

Music .............................. by students very often.

6  A lot of people read his blog. 

His blog .............................. by a lot of people.

6  Write questions to the present simple passive 
sentences in Exercise 5.

1 Is the room cleaned every day?

2 .....................................................................................

3 .....................................................................................

4 .....................................................................................

5 .....................................................................................

6 .....................................................................................

question tags

10
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tense review

7  Complete the sentences with the verb write in 
the correct form.

present simple

1 You write film reviews very often.

2 He ...................................... film reviews very often.

present continuous

3 You ...................................... a film review now.

4 He ...................................... a film review now.

past simple

5 You ...................................... a film review yesterday.

6 He ...................................... a film review yesterday.

past continuous

7 You ...................................... a film review at 5 p.m.

8 He ...................................... a film review at 5 p.m.

present perfect

9 You ...................................... a film review today.

10 He ...................................... a film review today.

future – will

11 You ...................................... a film review tomorrow.

12 He ...................................... a film review tomorrow.

future – (be) going to

13 You ...................................... a film review.

14 He ...................................... a film review.

8  Write questions to the sentences in Exercise 7.

1 Do you write film reviews very often?

2 .............................................. film reviews very often?

3 ...................................................... a film review now?

4 ...................................................... a film review now?

5 ............................................. a film review yesterday?

6 ............................................. a film review yesterday?

7 ................................................ a film review at 5 p.m?

8 ................................................ a film review at 5 p.m?

9 .................................................... a film review today?

10 .................................................. a film review today?

11 ............................................ a film review tomorrow?

12 ............................................ a film review tomorrow?

13 ............................................................ a film review?

14 ............................................................ a film review?

9  Write negatives to the sentences in Exercise 7.

1 You don’t write film reviews very often.

2 He . ........................................ film reviews very often.

3 You ................................................ a film review now.

4 He .................................................. a film review now.

5 You ........................................ a film review yesterday.

6 He ......................................... a film review yesterday.

7 You .......................................... a film review at 5 p.m.

8 He ........................................... a film review at 5 p.m.

9 You .............................................. a film review today.

10 He .............................................. a film review today.

11 You ...................................... a film review tomorrow.

12 He ........................................ a film review tomorrow.

13 You ...................................................... a film review.

14 He ....................................................... a film review.

10  Complete the sentences. Write the verbs in 
brackets in the correct tense.

1  Yesterday, when I was recording (record) a new 

TV programme, I .............................. (see) a strange 

thing.

2  A lot of celebrities .............................. (already / start) 

using the phones instead of their cameras.

3  If they .............................. (wait) in front of the 

restaurant tomorrow, they .............................. (see) 

their favourite presenters.

4  When .............................. (you / be going to) get 

together with your friends? 

5  He is very popular but I.............................. (not / 

read) his blog yet.

6  I .............................. (feel) great about the 

competition. I think today is my lucky day!
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